DEPENDABILITY!
Best uniform spreading at low maintenance cost! EZEE FLOW

Model 111 Spinner Spreader — 2-ton capacity. Spreads granular, semi-granular or pelleted materials accurately and uniformly in patterns up to 56 feet wide! Handles all fertilizers, seed, dry chemicals, rock salt, sand, etc. Can be reduced to 6 to 8 foot wide patterns for special spreading. Patented metering device and PTO-driven auger delivers the exact amount of materials to the spinner to insure the most accurate uniform spread regardless of ground speed.

Check the superior spread pattern of EZEE FLOW vs. other spinner machines.

Best uniformity on the market!

Easy operation — Spread rate table gives dial settings for width of spread and lbs. per acre. After the regulator dial is set for the desired spread, the operator merely opens and closes the shutter.

Low-cost maintenance — Rugged construction and fewer moving parts give you long, dependable service—virtually eliminate costly downtime!

Big wheels on a single axle makes maneuvering easy—gives excellent flotation and prevents ruts and “tearing.”

Special... for turfed areas

EZEE FLOW Olympia line
Two models (5' and 8' wide) with 3" port spacing and adjustable scatterboards for "no streak" turf feeding.

For dependable, uniform spreading at low maintenance cost... rely on EZEE FLOW spreaders.

PRODUCTS OF AVECO CORPORATION
For complete information, write to EZEE FLOW Division, Department 11, 3428 North Harlem Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60634.
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